Fact Sheet

PBIS/SEL Behavior Management
Bloomz has everything you need to track, analyze and reward students'
behavior, both in the classroom or across the school. You can now enhance your
school community through open communication and positive reinforcement.

1. Record behavior in class and
anywhere in the school
Using Bloomz behavior tracking with
any of the various age appropriate
themes (flowers, monsters, neutral etc.).

1a. Customize the interactions
you want staff to track
Set your own behavior standards at the
classroom or at the school level, and
add a predetermined "points value" for
each behavior.

1b. Track positive, "needs
work" or neutral behaviors
Each behavior can add, subtract or
leave unchanged the point totals from
a cumulative record.

1c. Set goals, milestones and track against them
You can set goals for your entire class and track progress against them. You
can also determine when to reset these goals - when achieved, or on a
specified time interval
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1d. Multi-select
Award points to multiple students, teams or the entire class easily. Bloomz
attendance feature will ensure you only award points to those present that
day.

1e. Audio and Visual support
Bloomz provides optional audio cues when points are awarded, plus visual
animations that keep students engaged in the process. You can also project
full screen for all students in the classroom to see.

1f. Redeem points
Have a school or class store? Choose to allow students to redeem the points
they've earned

2. Modes for early learning,
elementary, middle school and
beyond
Bloomz provides various modes for its
behavior functionality to keep students
engaged. Visual cues show a students'
progress towards the goal, with
different options to meet your students'
preferences. "Middle school" mode uses
each student's profile picture.

3. Create Teams
You can create different teams or "houses" of students to compete with each
other to meet your behavior goals.
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4. Define standards for the entire school
Set school-wide behaviors & flags and track trends via reports that give you
comprehensive, useful and actionable data.

5. Automate with flags
Save time with flags - automated or manual. Flags are an easy way to provide
feedback and rewards while keeping an eye on all students' behavior.
Automatically award your "School Leadership" milestone to a student who
earns 25 points in a month or automatically notify relevant teachers about a
Tier II type behavior incident that can also generate an administrator referral
notification if needed.
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6. Move beyond classroom-only tracking
Administrators can allow teachers
to capture behavior data for any
student (not just those in their
own classroom), and also track
the customizable locations where
the interaction was observed.
This data can be analyzed using
the behavior administrator
reports.
Administrators can protect the
integrity of their standardized
interactions while also allowing
teachers to create their own
classroom level custom awards.

7. Administrator Behavior Reporting Dashboard
Administrators can analyze the behavior data across various dimensions: such
as trends by classes, by staff, by students, by interactions, and by locations. All
reports can be downloaded in a CSV file for further analysis.

7a. Analysis by Classes
Analyze behavior trends
across the school, organized
by classes or staff and drill
into more granular detail to
dig even deeper.
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7b. Analysis by Staff
Ensure desired level of behavior
tracking activity across staff
members and evaluate
positivity metrics therein.

7c. Analysis by Students
Use the Student report to
organize & filter behavior
metrics by grade level. Easily
sort by Positivity %, Interactions
or Total Points. Drill deeper into
single student profile to identify
trends.

7d. Analysis by Behavior
Use the Behavior Type report
to analyze data by specific
behaviors or flags that you
may wish to isolate. For
example, assemble a list of
students who have received
awards aligned to your
monthly SEL curriculum.
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7e. Analysis by Location
Similar to behavior types, this
report allows you to organize
behavior data tracked in the
various locations you might
have customized for your
school

Schedule a Bloomz Demo
Are you a School or District Administrator, Pre-school, or Early Learning
leader, who wants to learn how Bloomz can help boost their parent
engagement efforts and/or get pricing for your school or district? Schedule
a demo today by visiting www.bloomz.com/schedule
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